The question related to transitional circumstances and rooted in the contradiction of the shift from inherited so-called "public" and "private" domains should involve the formation of patterns suitable for the specific local situation of the new urban dynamics. The question is shaped by heritage of hidden contradictions of Belgrade which marked the process of present search of "third Belgrade" in an attempt to find its place within the global-city network, including also the search for its own identity as "Genius Loci" suited to new democratic circumstances. The noted paradigm switch described in popular language as the shift "from Wall to Med", in the case of the City of Belgrade signifies the shift from inherited hidden contradictions of Tito's modern utopia of "Capital of Balkan Federation", written in a chronic clash with the historic City. There is also a search for the social movement to initiate and amplify the changes from "below" and not from "above" as used in the past.
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